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Opening on Sunday, September 9th, Miguel Abreu Gallery is pleased to present Jimmy Raskin’s Confession, the 
artist’s first one-person exhibition at the gallery. 
 
“A confession means that something happened in the past that was deceiving to others…and NOW must be revealed. So what is 
revealed here? My belief system. This belief system has had its benefits: real stories tackling core issues of expression. Yet now we are 
at a crossroads. By staging a confession, surrounded by memorials, one would think that I am purging for new possibilities. 
However, here, I am confessing of my refusal to leave the prologue…” 
 
Since 1989, the year of the by now quasi-legendary “corner-jump” performance in which Jimmy Raskin 
repeatedly leapt into a corner and established his foundational split mode of expression – i.e. the mode of the 
Poet/Martyr coupled with the mode of the Documentarian/Philosopher – he has pursued the implications of 
this dualistic universe through various forms and media. He has given what he calls  “lectures,” for instance, or 
flamboyant audio-visual performances addressing the existential conditions of the generalized figure of the Poet 
as he encounters the Philosopher on his path to the New Being. In 2005, he published The Poet, The Poltergeist 
&The Hollow Tree, a highly original book that analyzes the central metaphor of the tightrope walker in the 
Prologue of Friedrich Nietzsche’s Thus Spoke Zarathustra. All along, he has produced countless texts, drawings, 
diagrams, sculptures and cartoons documenting the vicissitudes of the tightrope walker and his resuscitated 
counterpart, the inventive, restless figure of Pinn.   
 
It can be said that as a whole, Raskin’s work is devoted to the mourning of what he considers to be a fundamental 
event: the death of the tightrope walker in Zarathustra’s Prologue. In the confessional video produced for this 
show, he articulates in prophet like manner the reasons why this event constitutes a border, and marks “the 
beginning of the beginning.”  
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...and what results is perhaps one of the most genuine 
and engaged meditations on the possibility of mak-
ing art at a moment when cynicism has given way to 
a kind of market fatalism but also of the creative act 
itself, an act which, as Raskin’s show suggests, may
indeed necessitate more of a sacrifice of one’s self,
in all of its iterations, than we are accustomed to
seeing at present.





The Documentarian (‘Doc’) is speaking – a 2-dimensional
projection saturating a free-standing lecture board.

On the opposite side mounts the caught-figurehead of a
cartoon named ‘Pinn’ – as dark as a diagram, as
voluptuous as that which longs to be effectual; ‘real.’

Doc’s confession is delivered without emotion...and yet in 
that matter-of-fact stillness, it seems all the more ‘necessary.’ 
The contradictions persist: his direct messages of genesis 
and consequence exist in the funny-fuzzy-egg shape of the 
mind-print of his alter-image ‘Pinn’ – that cartoon 
figurine mounted on the other side, looking the other 
away. And yet,  this ‘diagram-gone-cartoon’ is more simply 
‘asleep’ than ‘discontent.’ Here, Pinn appears to be
unconscious while his Doc speaks on his behalf? Often in 
the past it was the other way around, when Doc’s careful
diagrams became flamboyantly stained in the midnight 
hour with spurts of instinctual ‘talent,’ marked by party
supply fumbles, collaged smears and other
cartoonizations of what would otherwise be feasible text-
book lessons – those diagrams that exist to render the
complex simple, pursued as such because they reference 
things that cannot be overlooked... 

Or is this projected image of Doc, Pinn’s dream?...



Pinn – ‘Pinnacle?’ ‘Pinocchio?’ ‘Pinata? – is The Cartoon. He 
is exaggeration itself. Graphic-Emotion. He is the
diagram ballooning off the page, penetrating and entering 
our world – this ambassador from the auxiliary space. Pinn is 
the ultimate passive entity, thus the ultimate utility. Pinn, in his 
passivity and belief is The Poet Pure – in the most
general and most precise – of that which we desire and 
that which we avoid – of that which we wish to embody in 
name and role, and that which must be utilized with Critical 
Distance to perpetuate a new technique of expression... 
when the name ‘Poet’ alone becomes ’too much.’

The confessioner is on record, voicing the best possible
account of what has led to this moment of The Self IN
expression. His restrained delivery we reference once again 
– where is his longing to be a Poet? On the other side is the 
tip of the nose-cone as if all that is spoken in this pre-
requisite space – this preliminary area – will funnel into a 
singularity of necessity... To ‘make a point’ is to ‘connect.’ 
(When a Documentarian makes sense he becomes
relevant, when his message is emotional he is a performer, 
when that message becomes an object of inspiration, he 
will be Poet.)

And yet, Pinn’s nose is also The Lie. It is said that the more 
The Poet believes he is meaningful, the more the lie of
language itself is exposed. Faith and The Arbitrary meet at 
the same place, it is just a matter of which side you choose 
to take...this pivot point of vulnerability and confidence. 



The confession focuses primarily on two events that linger 
on The Confession Wall – the plane of visual cues, as if the 
lecturer himself is caught in an eternity of forced
inspiration. It is there we see a lineage, beginning with an 
early performance of a corner-jump on the left, and that 
of a tightrope walker from the prologue of Nietzsche’s Thus 
Spoke Zarathustra on the right. 

Simply put, this diligent Documentarian has searched for an 
ultimate figure of consequence – where a peculiarly
vulnerable performance marked by failure is also
absolutely necessary – one that cannot afford to be
overlooked... This is the tightrope walker from the prologue 
of ‘Zarathustra’: 

The same day the New Philosopher – Zarathustra – first
declares “The Death of God.” is the same day he
understands that if The Philosopher’s job is to no longer
pursue ‘What is?’ (truth), it is his new job to learn how to play 
with the infinite possibilities of ‘Which one?’ and ‘What if?!’ 
(meaning based on non-meaning). 



The Philosopher must merge with The Poet-in-Part, to
become identified as a ‘Player Of Language’. Through
Critical DIstance he will expose The Lie of Permanence – for 
us and for himself – so as to be one-step ahead of
having too much faith in meaning. 

The New Philosopher-Poet is born when the great
Zarathustra points up to a tightrope walker in front of his first 
audience and declares “Man is a rope, tied between beast 
and Overman.” Yes this tightrope walker – this performer-
turned-metaphor – is the first post-modern art object, the 
first public object of ‘appropriation’ as part of a project of 
critical expression. 

And yet, our Documentarian has not chosen this
realized-place as a platform to new indeterminisms. Rather, 
Doc stays in this primary moment to return and render the 
genesis-moment. Doc is apparently recounting the
essentialness of the sacrificial performer, the death of The 
Poet Pure and his personal associations, as if we have not 
payed enough attention...or should we say ‘mourn’ that 
which precedes our new found freedoms.

The wall’s images ENDS at the border of the prologue – in 
an image of a hollow tree where Zarathustra abandons the 
dead tightrope walker who fell from the line, realzing he 
was himself too vulnerable, too expressive in front of his first 
audience. It is at this hollow tree that Zarathustra declares 
his need for disciples, and thus preserves his radicalities for 
the future. But moreover, this is where ‘strategy’ itself is
inaugurated, a new preemptiveness. Finding cunning



disciples is in and of itself a metaphor for more calculated 
approach to expression in a world that chooses to
embrace and perpetuate indeterminism. At the borderline 
of the prologue, at the tombstone in the hollow tree, with 
the abandonment of his first public metaphor, is the birth of 
Critical Distance, where Distance and Difference itself
precedes all things.

Looking once more at Doc’s pictograms, the corner-jump 
video-still (derived from an early performance exemplifying 
The Corner as the home of The Poet: the longer he
mediates the more he looks like he is being punished) was 
made into a diagram – a corner-diagram (and thus when 
The Performer becomes a Documentarian of his own
artistic assumptions). And yet, this corner-diagram, with a 
horizontal line under it, looks like a tightrope walker!
Coincidence? Fate? The Documentarian links his
vulnerable past with what he found to be the ultimate
vulnerable figure in thinking’s lineage: The tightrope walker. 

The Documentarian’s apparent autobiography is linked to 
a necessary biographical image.

And under this top row of relevancy is one more sequence: 
We see The Documentarian’s first drawing of the tightrope 
walker with a large cartoon head. This head – from Doc’s 
long-term role as caretaker of the prologue and its
poltergiest performer – became a cleaned-up
graphic, a further realized diagram itself, and named
somewhere along the line, ‘Pinn.’ At this point in Doc’s story, 
he is the figurehead of a ship carrying what appears to be 
the performer’s mouth, and what also looks like...an ass. 



What if a diagram of a corner -
suddenly - had big shoes and
a little hat! The same way a
flower blossoms for our
attention without knowing...
that is the kind of “hello”
he is giving.

I’ve thought about this kind
of thing before – feeling for
something that has no
capacity for self-reflection.

But what if that something –
suddenly – did?

For example… What would it
be like if a performer – a
character from a crucial story
– somehow – became aware
of the fact that he was being
used as a metaphor for other
purposes…and escaped!

He could leap into the tale of
Pinocchio - a tale of a restless
spirit – a half-boy-half-toy in
search of his independence.

[pause, spot again]
Look, putting shoes on a
corner-diagram is new for
me too. Normally, you would
just have two angles attached
to a vertical line – one on the
top, and the other, down!

But then again, mine was
never floating for long. A few
years ago I set the corner
down on a horizontal line.
Suddenly,
a half-man-half-corner...
a corner-man...inseparability.

....And well...
that ends up
looking like a
tightrope walker…

[END]

Oh yes! There’s the podium
with donkey ears! Those ears
of the ass; the beast of
burden!… No, they were never
put on the corner-man.
That would be too much.
I put them on a podium.



There was a certain
degree of flamboyance
when giving my
presentations at the lectern...
But there’s a
difference to note:

When I gave lectures
in the past, it was never
about a performance
designed to humorously
portray the collapse
of sense…

…the impossibility of
meaning indirectly being
acknowledged through some
kind of mutual giggle…

...as if sitting right there
next to you…

...removed from any kind of
real consequence that would
come with ‘having something
to say’?

‘To be one thing standing
inside meaningfulness’
vs. ‘claiming the joy of
meaninglessness?’...

‘God does not play dice
vs. the dice throw of life?’

The latter requires a surplus
of talent…the former is a path
for distinction - a belief that
distrusts ‘uncertainty’ as the
last word...
O! Well, we still have those
donkey ears…

It turns out that my
core-subject has been
The Poet – in the most
general and most precise
sense – a name, a figure, a
mark - at the pinnacle of his
belief...

...just before his required
death, in his most expressive
and vulnerable state.

Faith is what keeps The Poet
inseparable from his Poem…



And that faith will have to be
broken…as if inseparability
itself was sacrificed for the
birth of simultaneity.
As a Documentarian, I remain
on that border...agreeing the
slice was inevitable...

but not yet proceeding...

It’s not easy to stand for that
long and that close to
something like that.
My friends sometimes get
worried. [END]

One night, I repeatedly leapt
into a corner...while playing
an audio recording stating the
Poet’s contradictions...

“Poetry blushes, but it never
runs away.” [pause]

This event was turned into an
art video – art in the sense
of a juxtaposition, meshing
two distinct modes of
expression into
one lofty sensation:

On one hand we hear the
author’s voice questioning the
function of The Poet...
“a sensation of private
meaning... dogmatically
irresponsible”...

...On the other hand, like a
window to those words,
we watch a figure...without
consequence, repeatedly
leaping into a corner...
over and over...

The artwork holds two
roles that, perhaps, could
generate real affection:
The Martyr and
The Documentarian
…if only they could be
freed-up! [ be a conspirator ]

Just before the video was to
be shown to the public, I left
my seat and rushed to mute
the audio. I gathered my
original notes, grabbed a
podium, and there...



...I re-read the text live,
facing the audience,
- the corner-jump
behind me…

Here it was: The Birth
of The Documentarian!

And what of this background
leap...a leap of repetition
without liberation? As if
this figure could really pass
through the vertical line?
For now, he will only reveal a
clearer image of limitation.

I walked off the stage,
glancing at the empty chair on
the way to my first
assignment: The Diagram.
“This is the corner.
It will be the home of The
Poet”, I thought. [END]

Recently, I gave the
corner-man a big nose –
a cone drawn right off the
vertical line.

Come to think of it, the nose
probably ‘happened’ because
he was hanging out with
another diagram for so long…
years in fact. The other figure?
Well, he looks more like a
cartoon than a diagram…

...with a sort of a big head and
stars for eyes with a huge
cone for a nose. His nickname
is Pinn. Yeah, no name – just
a nickname before a name…
And he lives in a prologue…
the space before a place.

Pinn…
Pinnacle, Pinocchio, Piñata…
He sometimes appears as a
Pinata!!! Pinn comes from
one of my earliest celebratory
structures.

Years ago I placed a giant
piñata on the front of a huge
ship like a figurehead.
This was not a regular ship - it
was The Drunken Boat...



...made of cardboard and
party supplies with an old
banner announcing
‘bon voyage’ in the midst of
glitter and rope, gold paper
spirals dipping into a sea of
florescence!

At one point Pinn left the ship
and was placed in a tower.
His large cone reached out,
pointing to a midpoint, the
place where a tragic fall will
occur.

All along, his trusting eyes
gazed beyond this point of
tragedy. It is precisely his
belief in reaching the other
side that will bring him down...
Again, I was thinking of a
tightrope walker.

These two figures have been
with me for a long time – the
corner-man set on a
horizontal line and the
faithful face of Pinn.

They’ve been drawn and
re-drawn, because they are
stand-ins; props.

They represent what a
pre-existing character might
look like...

...a subject that I am deeply
interested in:

A tightrope walker.

[END]

Imagine…a performer waiting
in a dark tower. He hears his
name, and begins. He can only
focus on the horizontal line he
performs on. He is one with
the line – a near-pure form of
expression.

Now imagine that every time
he comes out to perform, he
will perish and fall at the
middle of the line...as if a giant
red midpoint and a blinking
arrow point down to his fate –
and only we can see it.



Why is this? Because this
particular performer,
without knowing, is being
used for reasons he cannot
know about – no matter how
many times the story is read!

Now imagine…as the
performer walks his line high
above the crowd, the new
philosopher uses the
tightrope walker as a
metaphor.

He points up, and preaches
of a new way of Being…a new
world view…how to carry on
in a world without Truth:
“Man is a rope,” he shouts,
“tied between beast and
Overman!”.

This new philosopher is
emphatic when speaking,
fueled by a new kind of joy,
ready to express his
revelations, having endured
ten years of willful solitude…

But not only does he have to
deal with an audience who
mocks him, he also must face
the tightrope walker’s fall at
the middle of the line.

He is stumped by this
dramatic event, left only with
the echoes of a mocking
audience. Still connected to
his metaphor, the new philoso-
pher carries the dead performer
to the forest for burial.

On his way he rests, and
temporarily places the
tightrope walker in a hollow
tree. Our philosopher awakens
the following day with a
striking revelation:

“Why care so much about
yesterday’s audience!
The world is not ready to
absorb what it means to
overcome!”



To observe this, he abandons
the dead performer in the
hollow tree to declare that his
philosophy is for the future…
realizing he should now
find a few cunning
disciples.

He severs himself from his
first metaphor…a defining
moment, a new border. Why?
Because he was too eager, too
emphatic, too trusting,
too blinded by his ambition
to perform his thoughts.

He was too much a Poet.
He had to separate himself
from the performer he spent
his first day carrying.
And there, at that moment,
under the shadow of a
hollow tree...

...internally and for us –
he enacts critical-distance.

Now his expression would be
handled differently.

To avoid such failure again,
he ushers in the possibility for
‘subversion’ – forever
blocking the more vulnerable
side of expression…

He moves on...
and the story begins.

I say this because all the
events I just described take
place in a prologue.
[get casual]

You know…I like prologues in
general. They are the
pre-requisite spaces…

The ‘auxiliary space’ – the
‘place just prior’.

Even if the hollow tree was not
so significant, I would draw it
over and over simply because
it keeps the prologue...
a prologue.



But in this prologue, that
hollow tree just happens to
mark where the vulnerable
side of expresssion is
abandoned, and where a new
level of criticality begins, for
those who will continue on.

I believe this prologue is the
beginning of the beginning.

And here I choose to stay –
surrounded by drawings of
a tightrope walker’s line, red
round midpoints, oversized
arrows pointing down and the
tombstone of the hollow tree...

Here lies the performer!!!
The one who gathers an
audience!
The one who lives to perform!
The one who is turned into
a metaphor!
The one who must fall!...

The one who is carried for
burial…and the one who is
abandoned - to mark this
place as ‘just a prologue.’...

Such an inappropriate burial!

I can’t help but sense a
poltergeist living here…
a restless spirit waiting in the
shadows between pages, lost
in a confusing mix of pride
and pain, sacrifice and
necessity.

For those of us that choose
to stay while others read on...
as if sneaking into the theater
after dark, I carefully take out
my easel and wait…

...to hopefully catch a glimpse
of the abandoned side of
expression.

[STOP]



Once, I came across the
following words:
“It is not so much the stirring
of Arthur Rimbaud’s heart, as
it was him dealing with the
limitations of the French
language.”

This was it! This was the
precise moment I was
shown the arbitrary nature of
things…
“It is not SO much the
stirrings of his heart…
but rather. But rather…”

Abruptly, meaning could
no longer be indisputably
connected to the purity of
one’s voice. No more
guarantees to a finality, only
causalities...Pre-conditions
spilled in from all sides...

...like a three-way game played
between the intended
message, the limitations of
language, and the
indeterminable dispositions
of those who may or may not
have time to listen!...

...Critical distance was
presented to me.

The Poet severed from his
Poems…

Like suddenly being placed
in one of those game show
booths where money is
whirled around and you’re
frantically trying to grab
what’s yours.

What I took for granted as my
own - by my own right of
passion - was thrown into a
perpetual state of plurality and
process.

The harder I would reach, the
more foolish I might appear to
be…

This new simultaneity would
have to be learned…



The question emerges:
How does one move forward
if one is still invested IN
meaning – in wanting to
BE associated with
meaningfulness?

To what degree do I re-apply
my expression with this new
consciousness – to somehow
make this Pandora’s Box a
partner in my playpen?

Like an extra large battery
placed next to a fading model,
‘Obligation’ was now attached
to a fading ‘Inspiration’.
New incentives set in from all
sides…

Design positioned as art…
Refine the talent of the
off-beat... Master the balance
of the off-balance… Insert
irony into what would
otherwise be too
sentimental…

As if I could put Distance
before Impulse? Conditions
before Connection?
...and then, with this newly
acquired talent, make it
appear as if the Impulse was
never really tainted?

Luckily, before I
continued on…I stared down
and read the quote again…
and saw something else.

I saw how ‘The Poet just
prior’, in his most fearless
state of expression was also
the clearest target...
exemplifying where
meaning is ‘just too much’.

Yes! He is still here…

Prancing about like he always
has, oblivious to your
reinvention. His ignorance is
almost embarrassing...and
you should pursue him!



With one stroke of your
blade, a critical image of
The Poet is enacted in
order for his tools to be
re-appropriated...

...to make it appear as if The
Poet no longer deserves HIS
poems anymore!

With one stroke you have
become a critical being and
‘poetic’ at the same time!

This is the initiation into
simultaneity, and now, the
possibility of infinite
combinations!

Wow!
Now that was a good swing...

But wait! What is this?

Unfortunately, when the
dust clears, your new smile
hesitates as you see that
The Poet has not gone away.

He is still here, oblivious to
your mighty swipe, like a
happy poltergeist prancing
behind every Poem you
thought you’d now taken for
your own.

Always, in some way, no
matter how subtle, his death
will need to be acknowledged.

It is a price you must pay for
this new life...

...perhaps your only obligation
in the newly liberated space of
appropriation.

It is the obligation to plant the
acknowledgement of Distance
every step you take.

This way, you will always be
able to leap over the potential
failures of expression, so you
will never be lost…lost like
The Poet that preceded you,
isolated in his exemplary state
of inseparability…






















